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Triggs to Heod Production Systems; Poyne ZeroOverpricing
Nomed AC Secuntychief; Thomos ond Program Begins
Dovid Promoted

As a result of the selection of
Barbara Ivery to an SES position at
DMA headquarters, AC Director
William Brown has made the
followi^g CS-15 reassignments,
effective |anu ary 22.

Curtis W. Triggs, assistant chief,
Digital Products Department, to
director of Production Systems.

Karen T. Thomas, chiel PPD, to
assistant chiet DP.

Eddie Payne, who has been
acting director of the Center's
Security Office since the recent
retirement of Robert Kempfer, was
named director of Security and
promoted to GS-14.

Also in St. Louis, Larry David

was selected to fill the position of
project manager (replication) in the
transition office, St. Louis duty
station, of Combat Support Center's
Replication Deparbrrent (RD), a G$
14 position.

Other Promolions

ABERNATHY, BRIAN F, G911
ANDERSON ROBERT C, G912
ARTERBURN, ANDREW J, GS. 1 1

ARTONE, IOSEPH F, G911
BACON, SHERRY L, G97
BEAVERS, CEORIC B, G912
BROUK, GREGORY W, G912
CRAWFORD, CAROL I,Cg7
CRAWFORD, JOSEPH A, GS12
DOSS, DAWN F,CS-7
FRITZ, STEVEN W, G98
GEBKE, KIM A, G}11
FIACKETT, JANE F, G914
FLALLORAN MAUREEN A, G912
KILCULLEN, JOFilN W JR, GS12
NESLER, JACK D, GS13
RUJAWTTZ, KRISTINE A, GS-12
SCHNEIDE& JANIS M, G99
SCHUMACHE& MARC L, GS-13

SMALL, HOWARDJ, G912
TOOMEY, CHRISTINE M, G97
WILLETT, JOFN G, C913
WIRFS, SANDRA L, C97

Toke the chollenge lo sove your

lox ddl<rrs

You've just ordered a part
through supply and the price seems
high. So what do you do, ignore it?
After all, it's only the governmenfs
money, right? Wrong! It's your
money. Money you paid through
taxes, and you have the right to
ensure is spent wisely.

If you suspect a supply item is
overpric€d, take the opportunity to
participate in the 7-erc O,rerpricing
Program, which is desiped to save
the govemment money. D0 a little
research and submit your challenge
ona DMAForm 474h7,kro
Overpricing ChallenB€, to the
Logistics Directorate's Customer
Service Unit, LOPP, mail stop L-24.

Information that must be in-
cluded in the challenge, when
availablg is the stock number, part
number, nomenclature, unit price of
challenged i tem, rnanu facturer/ s
name, price paid, an alternate cost,
an alternate source of supply, and a
valid explanation of why you

continued on poge I
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Centers pgnderfuture of joint
team production concept

by Paul Hurlburt

VVn completion of pilot programs
to evaluate different team strategies for
accomplishing production, DMA's three
production centers were tasked to develop
a joint teamwork stratery for evaluation in
1995.

The charge from the DMA Director
came during a briefing by participants in a
team production program at Reston
Center. Results of the joint exercise will
influence DMA's approach to production
in the 21st century.

The three centers - in Bethesda, Md.;
Resto& Va., and St. Louis - are now
working together to develop the joint
team strategy. Coordinators of the pilot
programs at each center have shared their
experiences and presented a pint briefing
to the production component directors at
Headquarters. The purpose of the joint
briefing was to advise component direc-
tors of areas of coffunonality among each pilot program
as well as differences to be resolved.

Component directors will detennine the single model
for team production to be tested in 1995, subject to HQ's
approval.

The team approach will be used increasingly in
goverrunent and private industry as a tool to improve
efficiency in operations, experts believe. Typically,
production will be accomplished by self-managing teams
through a flattened organizational structure with fewer

tion requirement for Topographic Line Maps of parts of
North Africa for the t .S. European Command. Over 100
employees took part in a "teaming initiative" comprised
of five extraction teams, 11 finishing teams and a system

Conlinued nexl poge

Membercof two Sf. lourb teams confer
on o dqto interpretotion. Ftom lefl:
Dean Erpenbach, DPI; Morion Monis,
SDT, and Walter Rohn, SDf gfunding).
Photo: Jim Slepnik

Tqm approach viewed
os'win-win sifuation'

levels of management than
the classic vertical structure.
In team productiory members
will increase their knowledge
of the production process,
provide more input in
decision makirg and generally get the satisfaction of
product ownership. In short, team production is viewed
as a "win-win" situation for both management and
employee.

The overwhelming feeling of participants in RC's pilot

program was that the team approach to production is
worthwhile, said Martha Nelson, mentorcoach with Ed
Annis for the program there.

"That doesn't mean that everyone is sold on the
program," she said. "Mr. [PaulJ Peeler tRC directorl has
challenged us to talk to the 'naysayers,' people who are
outside the program, and to listen to them because they
may have concerns we need to consider."

At RC and the Aerospace Center, volunteers for the
pilot programs were chosen with the intention of

creating a cross section of the
work force rather than "all-star/'
teams.

At the Hydrogaphic/Topo-
Saphic Center, team production
evolved in response to a produc-
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management and support team.
'HTC faced a committed due date in DPS [Dgital

Production Systeml production - a first for DM A:' said
teaming initiative coordinator Mary Irvin. 'With open
conununication lines across organizations, the cartogra-
phers develop"d their own approach and teaming
strategy with minimal input from management."

Using a "larg-team" approach, the HTC cartographers
worked on jobs during the duy shift and then handed
them off to the evening shift. The innovation expedited
overall project completion by allowing almost continual
production on jobs.

"Rather than creating a brand new organization, w€
challenged our current organization to break down the

barriers and, working as teams, find better ways to
accomplish productiory" said Mark Reichardt, a systems

nunagement branch chief who worked with Irvin in
guiding the team effort. "Our teams met the challenge
with great success."

In its team approach to production, RC created a
Regional Cartographer Dvision charged with completing
entire jobs on a regional basis. The approach provided a
contrast to the existing divisions, which accomplish
production through specific segments of the DPS.

" At RC, we made a commifinent to train each of the
regional team members in three DI5 segments," said
Nelson. "We made an investment in training." To
accomplish the cross training, RC experimented with
both classroom instrucbion and hands-on training in
varying degrees. Although production standards were
met or exceeded by the regional teams, even greater
returns should follow as team members develop a

ACteom production
evoluotion'very positive'

At the Aerospace Center, results of the Team Produc-
tion pilot were very positive. The three St. Louis teams,
two working in softcopy production, one in hardcopy,
were surveyed to evaluate the team approach to MC&C
production. Their work skills were examihd, and the
results were compared with the objec-
tives. Senior management liked the
outcome.

The five original objectives were to
improve understandi^g of the entire
production process, input into decision
making, product ownership, quality and
efficiency of production, and customer
satisfaction.

In conducting the survey, evaluators
examined team member satisfaction,
improved levels of communication,
enhancements of production roles,
opportunities for cross-training, team
strengths and weaknesses, and overall
process improvement. Team members
and others doing similar work were
interviewed to obtain data for the study.

The survey results were presented to
the DMA director, Major General Ray O'Mara, at the
close of the fiscal year. "It's my understanding that he

liked what he saw," says Mike Kazmaier, the PP liaison to
the pilot. The survey results showed significant improve-
ment in morale, corrununications, understanding of the
total production process, and customer satisfaction. The

average of team member's skills base dealing with

process functions rose from 21 to 59 percent. Production
time was also reduced in some cases.

Subsequently, Kazmaier and liaisons from the other
production centers shared their findings with all DMA
component directors. The underlyng question was and
is, Kazmaier believes, "How do we continue to transition
to a procesraligned organization?"

'nVe all know that if DMA is to survive into the 21st

century we must make significant improvements in the
way we do business," he explains. "One option is to
develop a process-aligned organization and reduce cost

by minimizing layers of management,
and replacing program managers
with 'Centers of Excellence', a coach-
i.g staff which facilitates the sharing
of functional expertise."

Kazmaier notes that DMA's
"classically functional" organization
has worked fairly well in the past.
'nVe have hired well educated, highly
motivated employ€€s, but we haven't
taken full advantage of their capabili-
ties."

In his briefing to component
directors he notes some lessons
learned and concludes by presenting
future management choices ranging
from eliminating the pilot project, at
one extremg to a full conversion to
process alignment at the other.

There are still many unanswered questions, he notes;
personnel issues relating to evaluations and career paths,
maintenance of functional expertise, response to priority
demands, and others. "My recontmendation would be
an intermediate step which would allow us to explore
those unanswered questions."

-WellsHuff
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mastery of all three segmehts, Nelson said.
'"We're not feeling the total benefits of this approach yet

because it takes more time to develop a mastery of three
segments. It may take several production rycles to get
there." Even so, by working three segments, participants
found that their broader perspectives led naturally to
process improvements. For example, they discovered
some tasks performed on one segment could be more
easily accomplished on another.

Knowi.g how to accomplish production in three
segments gave participants greater pride in their work,
Nelson said. Broadend expertise also gave them a
measure of independence from the equipment and a new
orientation toward thinking in terms of process. Yet some
cartographers may prefer specialization and working
with only one segment, she noted.

RC also experimented with team size, with projects
undertaken by teams of various sizes within three, 12-
person Soups. Teams ranged in size from three to 12.

'nVhat we found was that with three persons accom-
plishing a project, there was too much time spent in the
pipeline," said Nelson. "But with 12 people, the sense of
job ownership was lost. Smaller teams were able to
accomplish production expeditiously and glve everyone
pride of ownership."

In their briefing to the DMA Director, participants in
RC's pilot program recommended rigorous measure-
ments of the joint pilot program's performance to better
gauge the efficiency of team production versus standard
production.

Presentation of the joint teamwork strategy for 1995 is
scheduled for the near future.

New laws protect agency
Three new laws resulting from DMA proposals pro-

tect the DMA name, seal and initials; limit the agenqy's
liability in civil actions based on content of a navigational
aid prepared or distributed by DMA; and revise the
agenq/s Freedom of Information Act stahrte.

The first new law prohibits the unauthorized use of the
name "Defense Mappi^g Agency," the initials 'DMN'
and the agency's seal in any way that suggests the use is
approved by the Secretary of Defense. Its puqpose is to
ensure that DMA products available through public sale
are genuine DMA products. With the increased availabil-
ity of digital products and their easy transformation, this
law will help assure the authenticity of DMA products.

The second new law limib the goveffunent's liability
for any navigational aid prepared or distributed by DMA.
It stipulates that DMA activities in the preparation and
distribution of navigational aids are specifically exempt
from any claim. Officials anticipate this exemption will
eliminate lawsuits against the federal government for
losses due to alleged errors, but stress that DMA should
continue to use the highest standards of care.

The third law provides an amendment to the FOIA
statute that will permit the agenqy to withhold from pub
lic release information that would, if disclosed, jeopardize
or interfere with ongoing military or intelligence opera-
tions. Accordi.g to GC officials, it is not anticipated that
this exemption will be widely used, however it provides a
technical amendment that under certain circumstances
could have immense importance to DoD.

-Information provided by the Office of General Counsel

Air Force Col, David Sloon, commonder, U,S, Air Force
Europe Air Operations Squodron, ond Charles D, Holl,
deputy director, lnternotionol Operotions, cut the ribbon
during grand opening ceremonies of the lnternationol
Operotions Aeronouticol Lioison Europe Office
relocotion.

IOEB moves from Rhein Main to Ramstein AB
DMA's International Operations Aeronautical Liaison

Europe Office based in Germany moved Sept. 1 to
Ramstein Air Base near Kaiserslautern and approxi-
mately 83 miles southwest of its previous location at
Rhein Main Air Base.

The mission of the four-person office is to support
DMA's FLIP maintenance program managd at the
Aerospace Center in St. Louis and to provide on-site air
navigation information to U.S. air crews operating in the
European theater. The office troubleshoots host nation
aeronautical source material from 122 countries in eastern
and western Europe, the Middle East and Africa and
coordinates the material with AC's Mappi.g and Chart-
i^g Department.

The relocation was based on the partial closure of
Rhein Main Air Base, which is located near Frankfurt
International Airport, and an invitation to co-locate the
office with the IJ.S. Air Force Europe Air Operations
Squadron, accordi.g to agency officials.

Jonuory 27, I995



AFTAS
Time ond Attendonce files now creqted on PG

Getting your paycheck to you
accurately, on time and without fail
has always been the goal of the
DMA Civilian Paynoll Office. To
that end, the Air Force Time and
Attendance System (AFTAS) is now
being used to pay over 7,ffi0 DMA
employees.

In the past, an employee's
time was recorded manually
on time sheets provided by the
Civilian Payroll Office. Now,
AFTAS is used by creating
Time and Attendance (T&A)
files on a personal computer,
and then directly transmitting
the files via a network; or
downloading the information
from a non-networked PC
onto a diskette, and ffansmit-
ting at a central site.

"I really like AITAS for
three main reasons," stated Ed
Greaving, chief of the Finance,
Cost and Economic Analysis
Office at DMA St. Louis,
which is the office responsible
for providing all the civilian
payroll of DMA. 'Number
one, if an employee has no activity
fieave, change of work schedule,
etc.J during the pay period, the
timekeeper can just skip that file;
two, the system forces you into
balanci^g hours charged to work
and leave, thus avoiding a mistake
on totals; and three, the timekeeper
can wait until the Monday after the
pay period to transmit the T&A's,
which makes it easier to record
information on employees whose
tours of duty include weekends,
night differential, etg.i' he said.

Like all new prograhs, some
bugs are being worked with the
Standard System Center, Gunter

AFB, but timekeepers and certifiers
can improve the process by followi^g
these suggestions:

t Timekeepers or certifiers
should create the records for the new
pay period no later than the first
Wednesday of the pay period.

Creatihg, posting, and sending Time
and Attendance (T&A) files on the
Monday following the pay period
results in an overload on the system,
which causes a lock out problem due
to system constraints.

O T&A files should be ransmit-
ted via the network to the Civilian
Payroll Office no later than 1 p.m.
Central Time on the Monday after
the end of the pay period. Arrange-
ments must be made for employees
working second or third shift to have
these T&A files transmitted via the
network by the above deadline. If

this deadline falls on a holiday, the
T&A file must be transmitted to
payroll by 1 p.m. on the last Friday of
the pay period.

t All certifiers must provide
access for backup certifiers. The T&A
file cannot be sent to payroll unless

the forms are certified.
Thereforg if certifiers do not
have backups able to certify
the T&As by the 1 p.m.
deadline, employees will be
paid a straight 80 hours for
that pay period with no
overtime, night differential or
leave posted. Timekeepers
will then have to submit
adjustment cards the follow-
i^g pay period.

a Timekeepers and
certifiers should hold all
payroll inquiries, except those
that pertain to current pay
period T&A files, until the
Wednesday following the
end of the pay period. All
payroll technicians are

required to review reports the
Monday and Tuesday following the
end of the pay period to confirm
acceptance of T&A files and to
perform accuracy checks. If for some
reason a T&A file was not received,
timekeepers will be contacted on
Monday afternoon or Tuesday
morning to determine if the file was
transmitted, or to make the transfer
again.

'These guidelines will enable the
accounti^g and finance staff to
concentrate on providing the most
timely and accurate service to our
most important customer -you:'said Greaving.

trE #ffi
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PERFORMANCE 

- 

cARUrHERsMARyI,cxtcA

OUTSTANDIN G PERFORMA NCE/
AUATITY STEP INCREASE

FINARELU PETER N, GG

IONES DAVID W, DP

pSTSIEFFREYW, Dp
MAGNESS PERRY O, DP

NASSIF HELEN V, DP

WAIIS TERRY L, GG

WEISSPLIE A, DP

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE/
PERFORMANCE AWARD

BEIARANO MARIA ELENA Q, GG

BERGER KIMBERLY HA\IES, DP

BOTAA{AN DAVID G, DP

CLARK WONNE D, DP

CULLERROBERT L, PP

DIAZFEDERICO & CC

ELUOTT FRED D GG

ESPINO ARMANDq GG

FALK IEFFREY S, DP

FIELDS MICI{AEL L, DP

FOWLER GLEN K, DP

FRITZ STEVEN W, GG

GARCIA ENRTQTTEI& CC

GREENLUNDIOHN C, MC
GROSS DIANE L, DP

I{EARO IOFil\t A, DP

HEMPLE]O AhJN T, DP

HENSON BARBARA O, GG

HOFFMANIOYCE A, DP

JOHNSONGREGORYW DP

KERKEMEYER ALAI{ L, DP

KLEIN IOAN A, DP

KLEINE KATHLEEN M, DP

MARNN SANDRAM, DP

MCINN'RE'ULIE A, DP

MEDERKATHRYNIE, DP

MILLERMARYJO, DP

MILLERTIMOTHYI, DP

MOHANIAMES G, CIW

PAPCUN GREGORY A, DP

PATCH A TRENT, GG

PEARSON GARY D DP

PNTHAROLD D CC

ROGERS IEFF C, DP

SANCHMIUAN, GG

SCHNEIDER LARRY C, GG

SCHUCT{ARDT SCOTT G, DP

SCHURY RUTH I, DP

SIMTSON RICI.IARD E, RP

STURLEYJOHN& DP

SUGENT PATRICK L, DP

UNGERSUS$I L, DP

\,IMSLOH DAVID G, DP

WEVERKATI.TERINE M, RP

WHEELERROBERT D, GG

ZMMERMANHAZEL A. DP

PERFORMANCE AWARD

ADAMS KAROL K, DP

ALEXAI$DER FIELEN, HRS

ATI{IE CHARLES H, I{RS

BARROWS KENNETH D DP

BARTELL ROSS t cc
BEALEIAMES & GG

BELECK VIRGIMA & DP

BERTEIS MATTT{EW A, DP

BIRD CFIRISTIAT{ R GG

BLAYI,OCK ANGELA D HRS

BERSE:TT RONALD A, DP

BOBBMT CHARLES A, DP

BOCI(HORSTM}TON R GG

BRATZIERRYO, DP

BROWN I{ELENI, HRS

BRUNNWORTH KEITH, DP

BUCKERIDGEIAMES & DP

BUROSE BERNHARD W NP

BUSSMANN LARRYq DP

CALLAHAI{ CYN]THIA A, PP

CHASE DAVIDC, GG

CLARKSONHAROLD K PP
COLEGATE ROBERT L, DP

CREEL TI{OMAS FIR, GG

DAUGHERTYWANDAI, GG

DAWSON BENIAMNI& pp
DEIST RICT{ARD A, DP

DWALL DORIS M, PP

ELLISON CAROL A, DP

ELUSON REX E, GG

ERPENBACH DEAN B DP

ESQUERO PAMELA ANN, GG

FARRINGTON DAVID W, GG

T'EDDE MARK 

' 
DP

FENNER PATRICE A, DP

FORD LEROYW MC
FOUTCH BRIAD{ K DP

GREGORYIAMES A, DP

GRIGGS CHARLES & DP

GWINN DANE DP

HAASEIEFFREYA, DP

HAGAN BRIAN L, GG

HARBTT ROY R GG

HARRIS THOMAS G, DP

HERRONLEMS III, DP

HINESMAI{ IULIE ANIN, DP

HOEGEMANN DAR)T, W, DP

HOFF GEORGE E, DP

HUNTERELIZABETH B, DP

IMBIEROWICZ PATRICIA G, PP

TEFEERS BRADLEY $ CC

PAULINE PATRICIA I, PP

IONES ROBERT D, DP

KERLEYCAROLYT{I, DP

KROHNIAMES C, Dp
LEE CATI{YM, GG

LEE MCI{AEL L, GG

MADDENHAROLD D DP

MARTINEZ HELEN A, GG

MASCARE MARYT, PF

MASON FRANCIS A, DP

MASUCCI GERALD W, DP

MATTT{EWS ANT}IONY C, GG

MCCULLEYKURTE DP

MEAGHERMARK H, GG

MILLERVALERIE A, DP

MOORERANDALLI, DP

NASSIF SHERMANI C, DP

NEFFMARKD NP

OFSTEDAL PETER & DT'

PEARSONKEVTNB, DP

PETER5EN BEVERLY' PP

PETTM ALANL, GG

PILGER MICHAEL L, DP

POFFDONALD E OP

PORTER BRUCE & GG

REINERTSON DEREKJ, DP

REINHOLTZEDWARD B, GG

RIEKERKERRY' DP

SALSGTVERGERALD A, GG

SALVATORE LISA B, DP

SEAIS JRLEONM, cc
SEAMANIOTNB, cc
SIMMONS MARIE E, HRS

SPEZIA MARGARET M, HRS

STANLEYLARRY, MC
STROUD RICI{ARD S, GG

STURLEYIANET L, DP

TAI{GEMAN KIRK A, DP

TIMBLINTERRYM, GG

TROECI(LER LYhIN M, DP

VANATTAIAYK DP

VATH KENNEIT{ R, GG

WARRING DENNIS G, GG

WENDLE GARYE DP

WHIrcOMBBRUCE D DP
WHITE MARIE E, PP

MNSLOW DIAI{A L, DP

WOLFROBERTL, DP

WoLFIOHNL, GG

WRIGT{T VICTOR V, DP

YAHNE DAVIDV, MC

ZIJHLKE DAVID C, DP

AUAIITY STEP INCREASE

BOHRER VICTORIA IvI, SO

HONAKER RONALO &MC

SPECIAL ACT OR
SERVICE AWARD

AKERSIAMES L, cc
BIDTNGER DAVIDI, MC
BIRKFIEAD EVEL}AI R CMCA
BREMNGTON DONNA Iv[ CMCA
BROPHYPATRICK FL MC

DAYIIT'FFTIMCITHYW MC
DEMSONIERRYI, SD

DIKKERS KURT E, 6OTSS
ERICSONIAN{ES E, PP

FERRELL WILLIE L, 6C)TSS

GOLDMANTERRYA, DP

GOODRICT{ ROBINN D['
GROVER ANTHOI\ryC, MC
HENKE ROGERL, SD

HICKSROBERTL, MC
IGOU COLLEEN B, MC

ISII{RICHBRIANI, MC
KALINOWSKI ROBERTW, MC
LIEBERIEFFREY' MC
LOGTERMANIULENEL, MC

MADRIDRICT{ARDM, MC
MCI{EALTHEODORE DI& SD

MEEKS CHARLES W MC
MEEKS GARRATTI, MC

MOSS NANCYE MC

OBRY DEAN G, (SC)TSS

PORATT{ ROBYT{ L, MC

RENSING DORIS A, SD

RODRIGUFZ,PEARL I, CIICA
RUTLEDGE LINDA M, CN{CA

SAI{OEIAMES M, DP

SMDERRONALDK GC)RS

STEFANIWPAUL' MC
STRAGLIATI SANIDRA L, MC

SZLAUKO ELNORA IvT, GG

TOMLINBRENDA L, CX{CA

WIESE PATRICI.A A, SD

MLCOXTERRY& MC

TIME OFF AWARD

BOLLTNGER RTCFT,ARD $ rg
BROWN BILLYGEM, FE

CAI\{ERONROBERI & rU
DIERKES TI{OMAS & FE

FARRIS PHYLLF A, t5
GEIGERGERALD E FE

GROSSE SHERIIO, SD

GRUENDLER STEVENI, GG

HALBECK LEE ROY, SO

HASLERGEORGE S, SD

IOHNSONIAMES I& rE
KRAEMER MCHAEL & FE

MAI{SON RUBBIE L, HRs

MEIERKA]HY A, SD

MORRIS SFIARON A, HRS

MORRIS TIMMYG, IE
NINNEMAI{ DAVIDS, SD

PLATTER MICHAEL G, TE

RILEYGEORGE L, 6C)TSS

SIKES WILLIAIVI B, SO

SIMISONIAMES & I.E
SPAUNHORST SCOTTT SD

WI{ITE MIC}IAEL C S& FE

WILLIAN{S KARENI, PP

WILSON DAI{IEL B, HRS

WTNNIERALDRTU
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Tero overpricing
continued from poge 2

suspect the item is overpriced.
All this information is needed

from you, because as the user, you
know the itembest and have the best
idea of what it should cost.

The Zero Overpricing Program
works in conjunction with the Better
Way Program. Challengers are
eligible for a monetary award should
tangible or intangible dollar savings
result from their discovery of an
actual oveqprici^g or error.

Additional guidance is contained
in DMA Instruction 41,40.11,2ero
Overpricing Program. If you have
further questions regardi^g the
program call Sheri Glotfelty, LOPP,
ext. 8500.

-Sheri 
Glotfelty

Cqncer Survivors
Network eslqblished

A Cancer Survivors Network
(CSN) has recently been established
by the DMA Employee Assistance
Program (EAP), as a direct result of
requests from employees interested
in this type of service. DMA employ-
ees and their immediate family may
use the network, which is comprised
of four separate opportunities.

Group Psychotherapy meets once
a week in the EAP office located in
Bldg. 7 atSecond Street. An indi-
vidual appointment with Darla
Purcell is required prior to starting
group therapy.

The ftlf-Help Support Group
meets the first Tuesday of each
month at9 a,m. in Bldg. 7. Partici-
pants share their experience,
strength, and hop" with each other.
Sometimes they present topics of in-
terest such as sffess management, etc.

Resource List Employees place
their name, office symbol and work
phone number on the CSN Resource
List so others who need to talk to
someone who's gone through a simi-
lar circumstance cancontact them.

Mailing Lisfi Periodically,
information on such topics as cancer,
nutrition, etc., is sent to individuals
who have placed their names on the
CSN Mailing List.

Participation in any or all of the
areas is acceptable. If you have
questions or would like more
information please contact Darla
Purcell, M.A., in the Employee
Assistance Program Office at ext.
4848. 

-Darla 
Purcell, M.A.

Bose Restourqnt Council
Strivesto plgose

Many people don't realize what
the functions of the DMA St. l,ouis
Base Restaurant Council are, or even
that a council exists. The Base Res-

taurant Counbil (BRC) manages
funds that are generated from dining
hall and snack bar profits, oversees
the daily operation of the restaurants,
and ensures sanitary conditions are
met at the dining facilities. Planning
for facility improvements and pro-
viding input to the concessionaire
contract are also part of its function.

99999999999999
I ln the next issue, to be I
e published Februory 10, I
e News LlNKWestwill feofure I
9 photogropls of couples ufro ?
9 met ond monied while 9
(, both working for DMA. 9
e lf.you.would like to be port of' Tnts pnoto feofure, send us o I
I recent photo or come ond II hove your picfure token by e
9 the LlNKphotogropher, e
e Jim Steponik, in his sfudio in 9
9 Building25,on Tuesdoy, 9
9 Jonuory 31, ony time ofter 8 9
9 ond before I I o.m. qt
99999999999999

The most visible aspect of the BRC
is to act on employee suggestions
pertainirg to food service or dining
facilities. For example, the purchase
and installation of a conunercial-
grade digital, microwave oven in the
Dning Hall for DMA employees use
was the result of a suggestion.

Another employee request was
that healthier menu choices be made
available. An effort to provide this
t)"e of menu is in work.

On Feb. 9 from 11 until 1, a
representativb from Weight Watch-
ers@ will be in the Dning Hall to
gt'oe out free samples of their entrees
and to answer questions.

The BRC meets monthly and is
here to listen. Suggestions and
conunents can be made to any of the
12 council members:
Tom Lanham/MC / 4013 / L-27
Rick Bonno t / RC / 4956 / L-62
Crtoln Colernan / K-PBD / 4953 / L-fl
Mike Tiernann / SDR/Union / 4245 /L-ffi
Nora Petty-Savoy / SD / 4W8 / L-il
Ndarlar€ Gulley/GC-RD/Cl 1 0B / L-21
janice Thoma s / DP / 4628 / L40
Dan Ferguson/W/ 4W9 /Ln
Iohn Schmuk e / GG / U1029 /L-qt
|anice Hehmeyer/ HI{S / 4292 / L-l 1

Laura Friedmeyer/DFAs I 4101 / L-lZ
Chris Azar /SDRA / 4245 /L-56.

Problems that need immediate
attention can be addressed to Mike
Harris, Dning Hall manager,TTG
ffi73;Wanda Linze, Snack Bar
manager,77G4368; or BRC officer
Chris Azar,ext. 4245.

--Chris Azar

Defense Mapping Agency
ClW, Mail Stop L-10
3200 South Second Street
St. Louis, MO 631 18-3399
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